
Distinct Needs of Rural Literacy Programs 

by Andrea Leis 

Les communautis rurales et les programmes 
dirlphabitisationruraux ont dcs restrictions ghgraphiques, 
iconomiques et sociaks, ainsi que dcs pamrCIcukaritts [ihs h 

We have become increasingly aware of the distinct 
nature and special needs of rural literacy programs as we 
share information at our meetings and conferences. The 
Rural Special Projects which were funded by the Literacy 
Branch in 1993-94 further highlighted the distinctiveness 
of rural programs and the importance ofmaking our needs 
and recommendations known. 

Outreach can mean having to travel hundred of 
kilometers to make people in several communities 
aware that you can provide direct service to them. 
For a learner without a car, it may mean no service. 

l'emploi, qui cricnt des obstacles h l'enscignement, h 
I'apprentissage, au &cloppement C o m m ~ ~ ~ t a i r e  et b la 
m& sur pied a2 programmes d'Cducation adcquats. Ccz 
obstacles incluent: l'isohent, drs &penses de &placement 
ihics ,  un nnqw de seruices dc soutien et dc ressources 
appropriies. Des politiques distinctes et un micanizme dc 
subventions doivrnt ttre &cloppis afin a2 contrer ks obsta- 
clcs qui se p r h t e n t  a m  programmes dhlphabitisation 
ruraux. 

Rural communities and rural literacy programs have dis- 
tinct geographic, economic, social, and employment char- 
acteristics which create barriers to teaching, learning, and 
program and community development. These barriers 
include isolation; increased expenses due to travel, long 
distance, and reduced numbers; limited supporting serv- - - - 
ices; negative connotation of 'literacy'; limited relevant 
materials; and minimal research into the problems and 
literacy programs of rural Ontario. These barriers need to 
be addressed through distinct policies and funding mecha- 
nisms for rural programs. 

Ontario Rural Literacy is a special interest group of 
adult educators concerned with the particular needs of 
literacy program deliverers and learners in the rural areas 
of Ontario. We are interested in promoting awareness of 
literacy issues among the general public as well as provid- 
ing support to our member programs. There are twelve 
members of the provincial steering committee represent- 
ing all regions of Ontario and various sectors providing 
literacy programming (community-based, college, and 
school board). 

Seventy-four programs are contacted for input on our 
yearly grant proposal, given information about confer- 
ences and workshops, and provided with display and 
promotional materials. 

The Problem 

Rural literacy providers and learners have needs which 
are distinct from those of their urban counterparts. They 
require distinct approaches, funding mechanisms, and 
policies to help overcome the barriers to meeting these 
needs. 

We are very concerned that the currently proposed 
education and training plan will not meet the needs of 
rural learners and communities. 

The establishment of Local Training and Adjustment 
Boards (LTABS) concerns many literacy providers. Who 
will sit on the boards? Will they be knowledgeable and 
sensitive to the needs of rural literacy program providers 
and learners? Small-town politics, where a few individuals 
often play multiple roles, can skew representation. If 
labour, by definition a non-rural sector, is to have eight 
out of20 seats, who will represent the rural voice? Business 
is also concentrated in urban areas. 

In local board areas where there are one or two urban 
areas, there is a real danger that the urban areas will have 
the preponderance of seats and rural concerns will not be 
represented. The potential is for LTABS to become very 
urbanized. 

Rural voices are already under-represented in provincial 
decision-making meetings. Rural representation must be 
proportional to the rural population in any given local 
board. 

This report draws on examples from the Rural Special 
Projects which were funded in 1993-94 by the Literacy 
Branch of the Ministry of Education and Training. Expe- 
riences of other rural literacy programs are also cited. 

The Situation 

A report entitled "Rural Literacy in Ontario," compiled 
in 1989 by Sandra da Costa, described the work of rural 
literacy providers who met through the Ontario Literacy 
Coalition beginning in 1987. This ad hoc committee 
recognized the need for a well-organized rural literacy 
network to advocate on behalf of rural literacy programs' 
special needs, Thc following problems were identified: 
isolation, lack of access to resources, limited or no public 
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transportation, time needed to cover large distances, cost 
of long distance calls, adequate ficilities, outreach, sea- 
sonal work, lack of daycare, and confidentiality. 

The successor to this committee, the Ontario Rural 
Literacy Special Interest Group, fully agrees with this list 
of problems. 

Geographic barriers are created by significant distances 
and the lackofpublic transportation. They result in higher 
operating costs and the potential isolation of learners and 
practitioners. 

People looking at literacy from an urban perspective can 
find it difficult to comprehend the distances that some 

I think small groups in rural areas do end up being 
whoever you can get. I find it is difficult to even find 
three or four people who are available at the same time 
and are interested in being in a small group. Being 
available at the same time also involves being able to 
get to a central location at the same time because there 
is no public transportation. People often have to 
schedule their learning time around when the family 
car is available. 

Further to the problem ofworking in small groups, she 
adds: 

In some communities, there may be a stigma 
associated with the term literacy, and even upgrading 
is not always viewedpositively. 'Coming out" 
to a literacy program in a small town is a risk. 

rural programs cover. Rural programs must do outreach 
and direct service at the same time. Outreach can mean 
having to travel hundreds of kilometers to make people in 
several communities aware that you can provide direct 
service to them. For a learner without a car, it may mean 
no service. The Lambton Learning Lab has shown that a 
mobile bus is very helpful to people in rural areas. 

The cost of distance accumulates in a range of forms, 
from long-distance phone charges and gas to significant 
travel time and logistical problems in linking tutors and 
learners. 

A tutor from the North Channel Literacy Council, who 
lives and works on Manitoulin Island, tells about three 
learners in the Mindemoya area, clients of the Association 
for Community Living (ACL), who were being transported 
to Gore Bay for tutorials by AcLstaff. ACL had been bearing 
the cost of a staff person's time and travel (about an hour 
and a half driving on rural roads per week). 

When A a  suggested that they would not be able to 
provide transportation any longer, an alternative arrange- 
ment of setting up a small group for the learners in the 
Mindemoya area was made even though the tutor didn't 
think the group would be as effective as the previous 
arrangement. In the end, ACL has continued providing 
transportation to individual tutors' homes, but the possi- 
bility of this service ending and a compromise arrange- 
ment being established is very real. 

Isolation affects both practitioners and learners. Net- 
working for professional or personal development is more 
difficult in rural areas. Sharing resources, not to mention 
ideas and concerns, is also more cumbersome and costly to 
orchestrate. Group meetings for learners are difficult to 
organize. 

Ann Slater of the Adult Literacy Program in St. Mary's 
writes about the difficulty of organizing small groups: 

I think it is often easier to work in small groups when 
there is some common interest or similar levels. This 
isn't possible in rural areas usually-to have a small 
group we have to be prepared for diversity in interest, 
in levels, etc. I think we also have to be prepared for 
small groups to be very small-two, three, or four 
people. 

In her 1989 report, Sandra da Costa noted other conse- 
quences of isolation which affect learners. Isolation, she 
wrote, "can keep illiteracy a private, shamefid thing," and 
"learners may not have experienced much social interac- 
tion and may feel intimidated by tutors coming into their 
homes." 

Isolation also discourages the exchange of resources and 
weakens attempts to learn about and evaluate programs. 
The Huron Literacy Project of Centralia College closed 
down last year when funding for this program was cut OK 
Thirty trained volunteer tutors now are working without 
a resource base and no one is keeping track of their work. 

The workplace in rural areas often consists of one or a 
small number of employees. For this reason, unemploy- 
ment can be hidden as there are no massive shutdowns to 
make the news. And, in an individually run business, one 
person must have many skills. 

Rural along with urban employment has been requiring 
higher literacy levels. The 1993 law requiring farmers to 
pass an exam before being able to transport or use pesti- 
cides is a case in point. 

Employment in rural areas is typically seasonal, whether 
the local economy is based on tourism, agriculture, or 
resource industries. Seasonal employment affects the avail- 
ability and energy level of learners. It is difficult to find 
time for class hours during haying season or have regular 
classes when an adult has already put in a long day at a 
physically demanding job. Some learners are only able to 
attend literacy classes while unemployed. 

Rural and small communities have a distinct character. 
First of all, by definition, they are small in terms of 
population. People tend to know one another and recog- 
nize newcomers as outsiders. It takes time to build trust 
and start programs. In a rural setting, it usually takes three 
to five years to become known in the community. 

The manager of North Frontenac Literacy Program 
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developed a project called TREET (Towards Rural Educa- 
tion and Employment Training). They spent the first year 
establishing structures and links in the community to get 
local stakeholders involved. 

Social characteristics of rural areas can be supports as 
well as barriers. Developing uust and establishing net- 
works can take longer but also be longer lasting. Personal 
contact lines may cross more often, creating a stronger 
network or, on the other hand, more competition. One- 
c ear pilot projects that raise the community's expectations 
can be disastrous when you ficc the same people again and 
again after the project ends. In fact, the very concept of a 

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System 
(WHMIS) training. This takes extra time and money. 

The manager of the Literacy Council of Lincoln fo- 
cused more on employment services than literacy. In her 
area of the Niagara Peninsula, there is no public transpor- 
tation and a 16 per cent unemployment rate. Since she felt 
that literacy would carry a negative connotation, they 
called what they were offering free one-on-one training 
rather than literacy. 

The Lanark County Reading Network initially focused 
on developing h d t h  brochures and publications that 
were dearly written. The network also provided special 

pilot project maybe counter to the needs ofrural residents. 
In urban and rural communities, a continuum of services 
is always the goal; however, in rural areas there are fewer 
programs to offer that continuum. If the literacy program, 
by dehult, provides a whole range of services, think of the 
consequences when all or part of that program is not 
funded again. 

Another social barrier is the fear of losing one's ano- 
nymity. In some communities, there may be a stigma 
associated with the term "literacy," and even "upgrading" 
is not always viewed positively. "Coming out" to a literacy 
program in a small town is a risk As long as there is such 
stigma, there will be adults who will not want to be 
associated with a literacy program. 

Literacy classes may be worked in with computer train- 
ing, food and nutrition classes, pesticide training, or 

Photo: Kris Rosar, 1993 

interest workshops, realizing that lack of awareness of a 
program's existence was another barrier to success. 

Community development in rural areas needs strong 
leadership. Literacy programs do not only prepare adults 
for the workforce. Literacy supports lifelong learning and 
personal and cultural development, which contribute to 
healthy individuals and strong communities. 

The Barriers 

There are many barriers to rural literacy programs 
which can be identified from the preceding descriptions. 

Because there are limited social, educational, and em- 
ployment services, literacy providers tend to become 
"front-line workersn who must respond to a variety of 
needs. Sometimes a rural program has one staff person 
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who does everything from coordinating outreach pro- 
grams and making speeches, to performing secretarial 
duties, tutor training and delivering and producing mate- 
rials, to helping learners get in touch with social agencies 
for extra personal help. 

Rural programs do not have the luxury of specialization 
because of the lack of services in rural regions. Without the 
range of services that are often available in urban areas, it 
is necessary to have a very broad definition of literacy and 
to meet the needs oflearners on several levels. For instance, 
there may not be an English as a Second Language 
program to refer a learner to or an employment counselor 

There is aho a needfor &ant educational 
materiah fir rural learns.  Reading about the 
problpmr of the urban poor or learning how to read 
a bus schedule are not relevant to rural residents. 

available on a regular basis, if at all, in a rural community. 
Limited accessibility of day care in rural areas makes it 

difficult for parents to attend literacy classes. In an article 
in RuralAdult Education Forum, Kathy Neill Keenan and 
Elisse Zack recommend parents bring their children with 
them. Tutors can help learners go through a book with 
their children or another person may read to the children 
while the parent is tutored. 

Regional ofices tend to operate on a limited basis and 
may actually be inaccessible to a rural resident who does 
not own a car. Some rural people may be hesitant to go to 
urban areas. 

Rural programs cost more. Along with the obvious 
additional expense of travel and long distance calls, there 
are hidden expenses. Outreach and promotion in rural 
areas take many forms: speaking engagements, posters, 
contacting all the library branches, to name a few. More 
research needs to be done on whether costing procedures 
developed for urban programs are appropriate to rural 
needs. 

Funding mechanisms are often not sensitive to rural 
needs. In a rural setting "turf" often becomes a concern, as 
there can be a number of agencies asking the same people 
and companies for support. 

As noted earlier, another problem is the short-term pilot 
project. There is a danger in introducing a pilot program 
that may raise expectations and not be able to continue. 
After winning the trust and confidence of a community, 
it can be hard to pull out and ever hope to start something 
again. 

There is also a need for relevant educational materials 
for rural learners and providers. Reading about the prob- 
lems of the urban poor or learning how to read a bus 
schedule are not relevant to rural residents. The coordina- 

tor of Small Group Literacy, Killaloe, set up two learning 
centres. The major dificulty she faced was the lack of 
suitable materials for rural adult learners. On the other 
hand, learning material specific to rural needs is in high 
demand, as evidenced by the popularity of the Pesticide 
Pre-Course hnded by the Ontario Ministry of Agricul- 
ture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA). Two hundred new 
workbooks are printed each week during the peak winter 
season at the Ridgetown OMAFRA ofice. 

The development of a new provincial education and 
training system is of great concern to rural literacy provid- 
ers. To restate the problem identified earlier, it is critically 
important that the rural dimension be understood and 
addressed by government policy makers. Rural communi- 
ties must not be overshadowed by urban centres in their 
local board areas. 

Another political barrier shows in the urban language of 
granting agencies. Applications for grants ask for numbers 
of students and time and money needed to establish and 
develop literacy programs without distinguishing between 
urban and rural programs. References to other area agen- 
cies providing literacy services also make an urban assump- 
tion that there are other literacy services in the area! 

A Report of the Northwest Action Agenda Project, 
"Barriers to Rural Adult Education," noted that "a lack of 
data on the needs of rural adults and barriers to their 
participation has limited program expansion." The same 
could be said for rural Ontario. Research conducted by the 
Northwest Action Agenda Project led to aggregate lists of 
barriers. Both learners and providers believed that "when 
compared to their urban counterparts, the rural adult does 
not have equal access to educational opportunities." It was 
concluded that hrther research was needed to identify 
successhl programs and to extract key elements and test 
their feasibility financially and politically. Efforts to share 
this information and replicate programs were also needed. 

Too often program successes in rural areas go without 
notice or documentation. 

Recommendations 

Rural representation is critical on government policy 
making committees, including the Ontario Training and 
Adjustment Board (OTAB) and the Local Training and 
Adjustment Boards (LTABS) with significant rural areas. 

A distinct costing mechanism is essential for rural 
literacy programs. This mechanism should take into ac- 
count increased costs for phone, travel time and distance, 
reduced number of learners and additional time required 
to get programs running. One-year pilot projects are not 
sdcient in rural areas and projects should be hnded for 
at least two years. 

Funds and equipment must be available for effective 
networking. The Ontario Literacy Communications Net- 
work (Cosy), the federally and provincially hnded com- 
puter telecommunication system for literacy workers in 
Ontario, has been invaluable; its continued use should be 
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ensured through adequate funding of the system and 
access to computers. 

Rural literacy programs need support to offer a wide 
spectrum of services. Literacy should not be too narrowly 
defined and funding should be able to go towards employ- 
ment preparation and other services people require. Fam- 
ily literacy programs help reverse the cycle of 
intergenerational illiteracy while at the same time provid- 
ing a partial solution to the need for childcare. 
Interministerial (including OTAB) coordination of efforts 
could help ensure that literacy program activities don't 
have to be restricted. 

There needs to be support for the development of 
relevant materials for rural adult learners. 

Research must be carried out on the needs of adult 
learners and barriers to participation in n d  Ontario. 
Successll programs need to be documented and &U- 

ated; key elements should be identified, applied to other 
rural programs, and then evaluated. 

W h e n  by Andrea Leis with inputjom the Strering Com- 
mittec Members of the Rural Literacy Special Interest Group 
with jiMnciaI support j o m  the Literacy Section of the 
Learning and Employment Preparation Branch of OTD. 
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NEVADA CHRISTIANSON 

He had his 
muddied boots against sheets. 
An arm against her throat. 

Wife, 
staring at the white rafters 
remembering 
the collection of glass frogs 
arranged on the windowsill 
above the kitchen 
sink. 

N m d a  Christianson lives in Whitehorse, Yukon. 

NATHALIE STEPHENS 

Funambulesque 

elle avance 
a tdtons 
sur le fil barbel6 
de sa vie 
son corps chancelant 
au bord du pdcipice 
d'un regard 
dCtoum6 

et l'enfant dans ses 
bras se nourrit de labile 
qu'elle fasonne dans 
sa poitrine 

elle s'appuie 
contre un 
de ces murs 
6rigCs en l'honneur 
de l'avancement 
et de la technologie 

alors que le geste 
anodin d'une main 
portCe B la bouche 
dessine devant ses y e w  
un collier d'ipines 
qu'elle porte autour 
de son cou 
et qui r6trCcit de 
jour en jour 

je construis ma vie 
dit-elle 
des d6chets 
Cparpill6s dans les 
all6es sombres 
de vos coeurs 
alors que le soleil 
perch6 ainsi sur l'horizon 
consumme ses propres 
feux 

sa vie perchbe ainsi 
entre l'ici et l'ailleurs 
sur le rebord 
d'un regard 
d6toum6 
se voulait 
anonyme jusqu'au jour 
oii elle s'est CcriCe 

Nathalie Stephens est @te et icrivaine bilingue. 
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